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I. INTRODUCTION 
Recently, Jona-Lasinio and Mitter [7], following up on a program 
proposed by Parisi and Wu [IS], constructed a nonlinear stochastic 
differential equation taking values in the space of distributions on a finite 
rectangle in R2 so that the resultant process is an ergodic Markov process 
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whose unique invariant measure is coincident with the finite volume 
Euclidean (d”)* measure. (See also [ 13, 143 for related expositions.) They 
called this procedure the stochastic quantization of field theory. This 
process, which we shall refer to as the (d”)* process, is the continuum 
analog of the statistical mechanical models known as the interacting par- 
ticle systems [lo]. The motivation for the latter was to introduce dynamics 
in the study of equilibrium statistical mechanics so as to shed light on 
critical phenomena such as phase transitions. This was achieved by 
constructing a stochastic process which has the equilibrium (Gibbs’) 
distribution as its invariant measure. Similar considerations motivate the 
study of the (44)2 process. 
In the existing work on distribution-valued s.d.e.s. (see, e.g., [6, 81) the 
drift term of the s.d.e. in question is explicitly specified as a suitable map of 
the state process. In contrast to this, the drift term of the (44)2 process 
involves Wick ordering and is thus specified only as the Lp-limit of a 
suitable approximating sequence with respect to a specific probability 
measure. This presents certain technical problems. The approach of [7] 
was to generalize the concept of a weak solution for a finite-dimensional 
s.d.e. to this infinite-dimensional situation. This solution is defined by a 
change of measure argument based on the Cameron-Martin-Girsanov 
theorem [ 111 as in the finite-dimensional case, but a rigorous justification 
of this procedure presents considerable technical difficulties. The key step is 
to show that the so-called Girsanov density (see (4.4)) is an exponential 
martingale. In [7] this is proved using moment estimates for the Girsanov 
density based on Feynman graph calculations and a variant of Nelson’s 
estimates for exponents of integrals of semibounded Wick polynomials 
[ 17, pp. 148-1541. 
This paper extends the results of [7] in several ways. The restriction in 
[7] that the parameter E appearing in the s.d.e. under study (see (3.7)) 
should belong to (0, l/10) is dropped. The process is constructed in both 
finite and infinite volume with general boundary conditions in the former 
case and the relation between them is clarified. The proofs avoid several 
complicated computations needed in [7]. 
The organization of the paper is as follows: Section II establishes the 
notation that will be followed throughout and briefly reviews the essentials 
of the infinite-dimensional Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. Section III gives a 
construction of the (44)2 process in finite volume using the theory of 
Dirichlet forms [l]. A stochastic differential equation satisfied by the 
process is also derived. Section IV establishes suitable uniqueness in law 
result for this process for the finite volume case, in addition to establishing 
its path continuity, absolute continuity in law with respect to the Ornstein- 
Uhlenbeck process on finite time intervals, and ergodicity. Section V proves 
a finite to infinite volume limit theorem under half-Dirichlet conditions at 
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the process level, i.e., the corresponding (&“)* processes are shown to 
converge in an appropriate sense. 
Remarks. The methods of this paper will also work for general P(q5)Z 
processes for semibounded P. 
II. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Let A c R* be a finite open rectangle in R2. Let 
S, = {f: A --+ % I~E Cm(l) withS= 0 on the boundary}, 
s, = P(A), 
S’ will denote g’(A), the space of distributions on A and 9” will denote 
the space of tempered distributions in R*. 
Let Cj= (-A +I))‘, i = 1, 2, with Dirichlet (resp. free) boundary 
conditions for A. Let (All, e,} and {g;‘, g,} denote the corresponding 
normalized eigenbases on L*(A), so that {en};=, c S, and (gn}:=, c SZ. 
For QE ‘$3, i= 1, 2, let H;(A) denote the Hilbert space obtained by 
completing S, with respect to the inner product 
(f, s>,=C%Xf,en><gTen) for i=l 
” 
and 
(f, g>a=CWL gn)(g, sn> for i=2, 
n 
where (., . ) denotes the L2 scalar product. Clearly {A;1/2e,}, {t;“‘gn} 
will be orthonormal bases for H;(A), i = 1,2. In much of this paper, we 
shall prove results simultaneously for i = 1, 2 and all finite A. Hence for 
simplicity, we may often delete the sub-index i, leaving the reader to infer 
the specific ifrom the context. The following is immediate: 
(i) H;~Hffor crab, i=l,2, 
(ii) HP=L2(A)= H;, 
(iii) 
Sic(-) H;cU H;=S’, (2.1) 
x OL 
where na H; is topologized by countably many seminorms 
Il.lln=,/~ and UZH7 is then topologized via duality. 
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For a covariance operator C, C( ., . ) will denote its integral kernel, C”, 
its LX th operator power, and pc the centered Gaussian”measure on s’ with 
covariance operator C. Let : :j, j= 1,2, denote the Wick ordering with 
respect to Pi,, j= 1, 2, respectively (for details of Wick ordering, see 
[4, Chap. 81). The (q34)2 measures p,,(i,j), i,j~ { 1, 2}, for finite A are 
defined by 
dl*Ai, j) ---qy=exp( - flA :4’:,dx)/Z,(i,i), 
where 
(2.2) 
For finite A let C, denote the sub-o-field of the Bore1 a-field of S’ 
generated by the maps cp -+ q(f) for smoothfsupported in ,4. The infinite 
volume (q34)2 measure ,E is defined by 
PI,, = w$hI$jt I*$(l, 2)1,,. (2.4) 
See [4, Chap. 1 l] for details. ji is supported on Y’ (Theorem VIII.26, 
p. 294, of [17]). pc, and hence p,,(i, j) is supported on H;‘(A), i= 1,2 
c71. 
Let 0 < E < 1 and /Ij(. ), i 2 1, a collection of independent standard 
Brownian motions. Define 
W(t)=C ~;(l-“qi(t)er, t > 0. (2.5) 
Since we are in the two-dimensional case, 
CA;‘-s<co, C(;l-s<cc for 6>0. (2.6) 
Thus the right-hand side of (2.5) converges in the norm E[ ~I.~I~;I~,,)]‘/~ for 
each t. Furthermore, for t > s, a straightforward computation using (2.6) 
shows that for any /I > E, 
for a suitable constant k. By Kolmogorov’s test for sample path continuity, 
we can realize W( . ) as an H;B(A )-valued process with continuous sample 
paths. Using its independent increment property and centered Gaussian 
law at each time (both immediate from the definition), one can easily see 
that it is in fact an H;‘-valued Wiener process with covariance C: -&. 
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The S’-valued Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process of [7] is described by the 
s.d.e. 
d&t) = -$c,y(t) dt + dW(t), d(O) = cp E S’. (2.7) 
Letting X,(t) = d(t)(e,), n 2 1, (2.7) decouples into an infinite system of 
noninteracting one-dimensional O.-U. processes X,(. ) described by 
dX,(t)= +,(t)dt+d,” “‘* d&(t), n>, 1, V.8) 
which can be explicitly solved as 
X,(t) = exp( -A.; t/2) X,(O) + 1’ exp( - A;?( t- s)/2) A;(l~ W* d/3,(s). (2.9) 
0 
Let A,(t), B,(t) denote respectively the first and the second term on the 
right-hand side of (2.9). By (2.6), we have 
xA;exp(--l;t)<co, ccER, t>O 
implying that 
Since 
‘&4,(t)~H’, VEER, t>O. 
E[B,(t)2]=1;1(1 -exp(-A;t))61;‘, 
(2.6) implies that C B,(c)E H-” a.s. for c1 >O, t 20. 
In particular, we conclude that (2.7) defines an H-“-valued process on 
(0, co) for each CI > 0 (on [0, co) if cp E HP”). Similar calculations show that 
for O< t < T< a, t, <t, in [t, T], we have 
IA,(t2)--%(tl)l GKlt2-tlI A:exp(-%@cp(e,) (2.10) 
E(B,(t,)-B,(t,))*6KJt,-t,l A;‘-&exp(-A;8) (2.11) 
for suitable constants K, 6. Thus for CI > 0, 
aIli - 4(t1)114H-~l 
d K’ K c 4Y(J4n(~*) - J4,(t*))* 2 + E >I K 1 A,yB,(t*) - B,(t,))2 * >I 
=K' K LwA?(t*b4?(f,H2 2 +E ~~;~(Bn(t2)-B,(t1))* * 11 L 1 
+ 2 c A,- 2”E[(B,(t,) - B,(t,))2]2 
(by properties of Gaussian measures) 
<K” It,-t,J2 
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for suitable constants K’, K” by virtue of (2.6), (2.10), (2.1 I ). By 
Kolmogorov’s test and the arbitrariness in the choice of t, T, it follows that 
#(. ) has a path-continuous version as an H-“-valued process on (0, co). If 
cp E H-“, a simple additional computation allows us to extend this claim to 
co, 00). 
For each n, (2.8) has N(0, L;‘) as its unique invariant measure. Thus 
d(. ) has pc, as its invariant measure. In fact d(. ) is ergodic with pc, as its 
unique invariant measure [7, p. 4181. 
The above goes through in toto if C,, Pi,, (A,} {e,} are replaced by C,, 
k2, {L 1, i g,, 1. respectively. 
The following lemma will be of crucial importance in Section IV. 
LEMMA 2.1. For cc>O, II:~3:,11H-‘~LP(~~,), i, je { 1, 2}, pb2. 
Proof: To begin with, let p = 2, and write i = j= 1. Then 
(see [17, p. 1371) 
< 3! 
I R2 OX, y)(C(x, ~1)~ dx 4. 
(an explicit expression for C”(x, y) can be recovered from (5.1) in 
Section V) 
=3! 
s 
1 1 1 
R2(lk12+l)= lk12+1*lk12+1* 
(by Parseval’s equation) 
dK<C0. (2.12) 
Similar arguments prove the claim for p = 2, A finite when i = j = 2. For 
i# j, the claim follows from the additional fact that :d3:r, Y$‘:~ differ by a 
constant multiple of 4 and ll~llH~z~ L2&,) for i= 1, 2 as the following 
computation (for i = 1) shows: 
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For general p 2 2, it suffices to consider p > 4. By Theorem 1.22, pp. 38, of 
[17], we have 
I( i %,“(:m’:(e.,))‘)p’2dii(6(~- 1)3pi2Kp+, 
m=l 
where K is as in (2.12). Taking n --+ co, the claim follows. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2.1. For g E S with supp g c A, :d’: (g) E LP&,) for 
i= 1, 2. 
Proof Note that I$‘:(g)l d /1:@11,mz l(gllHXfor a>O. Q.E.D. 
III. CONSTRUCTION OF THE (4): PROCESS IN FINITE VOLUME 
In this section we construct the (4); process by using the theory of 
Dirichlet forms. 
Let A c R’ be finite and let C, C’ denote resp. C,, C, for some i, j in 
{ 1,2}. Let p denote the corresponding measure p,,(i, j) (see Eq. (2.2)) and 
: : denote Wick ordering with respect to C’. Let {a;‘, h,} denote either 
{ 3.; l, e,} or {t,;‘, gn} depending on whether i = 1 or 2. 
Let 9 = {h:H-‘(A) ++ R I h(4) = hWJ9 . . . . d@,J for some 
Ii , , . . . . in> c N and some smooth functions p such that p and its deriva- 
tives have polynomial growth p: R” H R}. Define V: 9 ++ K = def 
L2(A xH-‘(A), d2x@dp) by 
VA(d)= i ~~-‘+““‘hi,a,p(~(hi,), ...y d(hi,,)), 
,=I 
(3.1) 
where E is a prescribed number in (0, l), h(d) = p(d(hi,), . . . . q5(hLn)), and 
dip denotes ap(x,, ,.., x,)/dxi. Let P* = {F(., .)IF: A x H-‘(/i)+ R s.t. 
F(x, 4) = Xi”= 1 pj(b(hi,), . . . . d(h,,)) fi(x) for SOme n, k, EN P, E 9, fin 9, 
b- I > ..., ik,} c N}. It is not difficult to check that 9* is dense in K. Define 
V *: P* H L’(p) by 
V*(F(#))= - 2 .- a(; ’ +““2~jpMhi,), . ..> 4(h,,JKe, hi,> 
j= I 
+ i a;-‘+““‘p(~(hJ, . . . . &hin)):cj3:(hG)(e, h,,) 
j=l 
+ i ay +““‘b(h~)(P(#(hi,L ...t 4 n))(e, A,)) j=l 
for F(4) = p(&h,,), . . . . d(h,))e, extended by linearity to all of P*. Here and 
in the sequel ( , ) denotes the scalar product on L’(A). 
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LEMMA 3.1. 
s (q(4(hi,), ***3 4(hin))e9 vP(4(hj,)5 ...Y 4thjm))) dP 
= s V*(q($(hi,), ...T d(hin))e) ~(d(h,,), ...T4(hjm)) dP (3.2) 
forq,p~P’, {i ,,..., i,)cN, (j, ,..., j,}cfY eEY. 
Proof Note that 
and 
(qe, VP> = i ~j,-1+E”2aip) q(e, hj,) 
i= I 
(V*(qe))p= - f $1+E)/2(ajq)p(e,h,,) 
j= 1 
(3.3) 
+ C ay +“)l*d(h,) qp(e, h,,) 
j= I 
+ i q1+4* 
qp :d': (h,Ke, h, >. 
j= 1 
(3.4) 
Using the integration by parts formula for the P(d)* measure (cf. Eq. 
(9.1.32) in [4]) we get 
- 5 al; ‘pq:b3: (hJ dp. (3.5) 
Rearranging these terms, multiplying both sides by at+&‘*(e, h,,), and 
summing over j, we get an expression for the R.H.S. of (3.4), which when 
substituted into (3.4) yields (3.2) by virtue of (3.3). Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3.1. V is closable. 
Proof: The above theorem shows that V * is the adjoint of V. Since V * 
is densely defined, the claim follows from a standard fact of functional 
analysis [9, Theorem III.5.28]. Q.E.D. 
The closure of V will be denoted by V. Set L = --iv *o on D(L) = 
D(0) c L*(p). 
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COROLLARY 3.2. -L is a densely defined positive definite self-adjoint 
operator on a dense domain D( - L) in L2(p) and T, = e-IL, t b 0, defines a 
self-adjoint strongly continuous contraction semigroup on L’(p). 
ProoJ Immediate from the previous results. Q.E.D. 
Direct computations show that for h EP of the form h(d) = 
p(+Wi,)t . ..v Win)), 
LA=; .i {~(~y’+~dj p-cr;q5(h,)8,p-a,;‘+“8,p:~+4~:(h~)}. (3.6) 
J=I 
Thus L coincides with the desired generator of the (e54)2 process [7] on 9. 
Remark. In what follows, we use several results from the theory of 
Dirichlet forms as in [3]. The Dirichlet form theory is developed in [3] 
under a local compactness hypothesis on the state space of the symmetric 
Markov process under consideration. The state space of our process is not 
locally compact. However, the specific implications we use here do not 
require this restriction, as a careful look at the proofs of [3] shows. 
THEOREM 3.1. T,, t > 0, is the transition semigroup of a Markov process. 
Proof: Note that Ll =0 implying that T,l = 1 on L’(p), where 1 
denotes the constant function identical to 1 on H-‘(A). We need to show 
that T, is positivity preserving, i.e., is Markovian. By Theorem 1.4.1 of [3] 
it suffices to show that the associated Dirichlet form E: D(o)@ D(o) H R 
defined by s(F, G) = s (OF’(d), vG($)) dp(q5) is Markovian in the sense of 
[3, p. 51. The properties of 0 established above imply that E is a closed 
symmetric form [9, Example VI.1.231. Letting $, denote the infinitely dif- 
ferentiable function 4, in Problem 1.2.1 of [3, p. 71 we have 
where we use the fact that 0 d II/:(t) d 1 Vt. Thus E is Markovian. 
By Theorem 1.4.1 of [3] it follows that T,, t>O, is the transition 
semigroup of a Markov process. Since -L is self-adjoint on 
D( -L)c L’(p), T, is self-adjoint on L’(p), Vt 20. Thus (T, f, g) = 
<f, T,gh % gEL2(p), implying (taking f= 1) s sdp=J T,gd,u 
Vge L’(p), that is, p is an invariant probability measure for this process. 
The symmetricity of the process follows from the self-adjointness of (T,). 
Q.E.D. 
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We shall refer to the process constructed above as the (4”)* process. It 
will be denoted by d(. ). 
THEOREM 3.2. There exists an HSm ‘(A)-valued Wiener process F(t) with 
covariance C ’ - ’ such that the s.d.e. 
dd(t)= -$(C~Eq5(t)+C1--:#(t)3:)dt+d@‘(t) (3.7) 
holds with d(O) having the law p. 
Proof Equation (3.7) is equivalent to 
4(t)(f) -$(O)(f) = -j-i; (d(s)(C-7) + :~(s)3:K-l-f) ds + @“(t)(f) 
(3.8) 
for fe Y. Using (3.6) and mimicking the arguments of [ 1, pp. 19-211 one 
has 
$(t)(hi)-b(O)(hi) = -i 1: (a@(s)(h,) + (a!f&:q5(s)3:(hi)) ds + aj-‘+E)‘2fli(t), 
(3.9) 
i = 1, 2, . . . . where fli(. ) are independent standard Brownian motions. Define 
E(t)= f’ (ajp1+E)/2) pi(t) 
i= I 
Using arguments identical to those used for the process W( . ) in Section II, 
we can show that @(.) is an H-“-valued Wiener process for fl> E with 
covariance Cl -‘. Then (3.9) becomes a special case of (3.8). The general 
case follows by linearity and limiting arguments, since pc and hence p is 
supported on H-‘(A). Q.E.D. 
IV. THE (d")* PROCESS IN FINITE VOLUME 
Let A be finite and & .) the (44)z process constructed in the preceding 
section. Let &,( .) denote the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process as in (2.7) with 
A as above with C replacing Ci in (2.7), the initial aw being the invariant 
law pLc. Let a = (1 - &)/2. From Lemma 2.1, we have 
E & (:4;(t):, C’~E:q5;(t):)H~‘,KI dt] 
[ 
= TE[ I/ :&(O):ll &z] (by stationarity) 
<Go (4.1) 
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for all T> 0. Let A be finite. By Lemma 2.1 and the Schwartz inequality, it 
follows that 
E ’ (:b3(t):, C’-E:q53(t):)H-r,Hr dt 
I 
= TE[ II :~“(O):Il&] 
d T(EC II $,W): II $1) 112(E[($)2j)‘i2<cxx (4.2) 
This allows us to define as in [7] the stochastic integral 
s ;<:#3(sL dw’(s)), f30 (4.3) 
by means of finite-dimensional approximations. The reader is referred to 
[7] for details of the actual construction. Note that (4.3) is a zero mean 
square-integrable martingale whose quadratic variation process is 
s ; (:qh3(s):, C1-E:~3(S):)H-I,HZdS, t > 0, 
with c( as above, and whose quadratic covariation process with Jjj(. ), i> 1, 
is 
a;-’ +&v2 : :qb3(s):(hi) ds, 
s 
i> 1, 
respectively. Either observation is immediate from the finite-dimensional 
approximations used to construct (4.3). 
Let (Q, 9, P) be the probability space underlying (4.1). Define a new 
measure PO on (52,F) by 
I.%‘$=exp (ajo’ (:d3(s):, d@(s)) 
1 T 
-- 8 j. (:d3(s):, C’~‘:~‘(s):>,-,,,dr+~ jA $“(O):d+,(i, j). 
(4.4) 
LEMMA 4.1. PO is a probability measure under which the law of tj(. ) is 
the law of qSo(. ) described above. 
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Proof: For n > 1, define 
T ,,=inf 
i II 
t>O d (&j(s):, C’~‘:~~(S):)~~~,“~~S>~ 
z,=inf t>O 
i /I 
d (:d3(s):, C’-E:~3(S):)H~3,H~ds>n 
i 
. 
By (4.1) (4.2), it follows that T~,,T cc a.s., tnt cc a.s. For each n> 1, define 
r, as in (4.4) with T replaced by T A r, on the right-hand side. By 
Novikov’s criterion [S, p. 1421, it follows that J mdP, = 1. Since r, + r 
a.s., it suffices to prove that {r,,} are uniformly integrable. A sufficient 
condition for this is 
E[r, i0g r,] Q K vn, (4.5) 
for some K independent of n. However, 
E[r, i0g r,] = E 
- 1 
s 
TA x,, .- 
8 o 
(:$h3(s):, c’ -“:q43(s):)“-n.p ds 
( :fj3(s):, dW(s)) 
+ ; .F, :44(O): dx r, - log Z/J&j). > 1 (4.6) 
By the Cameron-Martin-Girsanov theorem [ 1 l] and the observations 
immediately preceding the statement of the lemma, it follows that under 
probability measure P, defined by 
dpn-r dp- “9 
the process d(. A T,) satisfies on [0, z,] Eq. (2.7) with w( .) replaced by 
W(t)= P(t)-; j; C’-E:q53(~): ds, t>o, 
which is a Wiener process on [0, T,). Furthermore, the initial aw of #( .) 
under P, is hLc. By uniqueness of a strong solution to (2.7) it follows that 
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the law of +( .) on [0, r,,) coincides with the law of &( .) on [0, rOn) under 
P,. Thus (4.6) equals 
1 
K j 
T A ‘0” 
E 
20 
< :d3(s):, dWs) > 
+A 
s 
TAT” 
8 o 
(:4;(s):, C’ mm’::&(s):)H-,,Hmds 
+a j 
A 
&(O): dx) - log Z,(i, j)] 
(:4:(s):, C’-“:~~(~):)~-~~~~ds-logZ,,(i,j) <GO 
1 
by (4.2). Equation (4.5) follows, implying E[f] = 1. Thus PO is a 
probability measure. The rest follows from an application of the Cameron- 
Martin-Girsanov theorem along the lines already indicated above. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 4.1. The solution oj‘ (3.7) with initiai law ,u is unique in law 
for finite A and yields an H -B-valued process with continuous paths for each 
/I > 0. 
Proof. This is immediate from the foregoing and the sample path 
properties of the O.-U. process. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 4.1. For finite A, d( .) as in (3.7) with initial law p is an 
ergodic process. 
Proof. Suppose not. Then there exists a Bore1 set A c H-l such that 
p(A) > 0, p(A”) > 0 and for some t > 0, 
E[l{&t)W) Z{&O)EA)]=O. 
Without any loss of generality, we let T> I and obtain 
ElX4o(tkA”} ~{4,(0)~A}r,] =O, 
where 
1 -- 8jb0T(:&(s):, C’-“:d~(s):),,-,,ds-TV,, :&O):dx),/Z,,(i,i). 
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for c( = (1 - s)/2, where the construction of the stochastic integral is 
analogous to that of (4.3). Since r,>O a.s., 
E[Wo(t) E A“} Q,(O) E A >I = 0. 
By ergodicity of &( .), either p&A) = 0 or pC(A(‘) = 0. But p, pC are 
mutually absolutely continuous. Thus either p(A) = 0 or p(A’) = 0, a 
contradiction. The claim follows. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 4.2. If&(.) IS a stationary solution of (4.1) with the law of 
i(O) = j3 satisfying ji -+ p, then $ = p and $(. ), 4(. ) agree in law. 
The proof follows easily from Theorem 4.1 and the ergodic theorem. We 
shall strengthen these results in what follows. 
Let cp E HP’ for some 0 < tl6 1. Let c,&,( .)denote the O.-U. process with 
the same dynamics as that of &,( .) but with initial condition cp. Let 
p(t, 4, 4’) denote the transition probabilities for &,( .). From [7, p. 4171, we 
know that they are mutually absolutely continuous with respect to pLc. with 
the RadonNikodym derivative p,,J@) being square integrable with 
respect to pC. Furthermore (from Eq. (2.28), p. 419, of [7]), 
IP,.~WI’ 4k-(6) 
= [&(I- e-2’C-‘)] p1/2 exp( (4, CP le-‘c-‘( 1 + e-‘Cm’)P’ 4)). 
Let F(cp, t) denote the R.H.S. with cp replacing 4. Then for jI>O, T>O, 
P22, 
E joT II$oWlR-fi dt] 6 ~~~EIll~~(t)ll::‘-61112 F(cp, t)1’2 dt 
= El: lIdo(O &I 1’2 i‘,l F(cp, t)“’ dt. 
Note that 
I 
r 
F(cp,t)dt<K 
0 .r 
T dt 
o (det(l- exp( -2tC--E)))1’2 
for some constant K. Since det(Z- exp( - 2tCpE)) = n,, (1 - exp( - 2tL;)) 
and A,, -+ co, it follows that for some constant K’, 
det(l-exp(-2t(C-“)))BK’-‘n (I-exp(-2t~;l)) 
” 
= det(l- exp( - 2tC))/K’. 
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Now 
Z-exp(-2t(C))=(2tC)D(t), 
where 
D(t)= 1 -tC+((2t)*/3!) C2- ..‘, 
the series being absolutely convergent. Thus det(Z- exp( -2t(C)) = 
2t det C det D(t). Since det D(t) + 1 as t -+ 0, det(l- exp( -2tC))“*- t”’ 
for small t. Thus 
s 
T 
F(cp, t) dt < co 
0 
implying 
Il6o(t)llR-sdt 1 < ~0. 
Suppose (3.7) has a solution & .) with initial condition cp. (This is 
certainly true for pLc-a.s. cp by virtue of the foregoing.) 
LEMMA 4.2. The law P of $( .) restricted to [0, T] is mutually absolutely 
continuous with respect to the law PO of i,( .) restricted to [0, T] with 
ProoJ: Define ?,, z,, the same way as rn, 70n with $(. ), d,(. ) replacing 
q5( .), do( .), respectively. As in (4.3), we can define f:, (x$~(s):, d@(s)) for 
t E [0, lim, ?,). Let r = lim, 5,. Mimicking the arguments of Lemma 4.1, 
one reaches the desired conclusion with $( .) replaced by &. A z). (Here we 
make a crucial use of (4.7) in the obvious fashion.) Let z. = lim, Zen. Since 
z. = cc a.s. in view of (4.7), r. A T= T a.s. By mutual absolute continuity 
of the probability measures under consideration, T A T = T a.s. and we are 
done. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 4.2. d( .) has a unique invariant probability measure as an 
H ~ ‘-valued process. 
Proof: Suppose p’ # p is an invariant probability measure for q5( .) as an 
H ‘-valued process. Let t > 0. From Lemma 4.2 and the fact that the trans- 
ition probabilities of 40( .) for t>O are mutually absolutely continuous 
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with respect to pc and hence with respect to p, it follows that the law of 
T(t) above is mutually absolutely continuous with respect to p. Since this is 
true for $-a.s. cp, CL’ itself must be mutually absolutely continuous with 
respect to p. The claim is now immediate from Corollary 4.2. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 4.3. If (3.7) has a solution on [0, T] for some initial aw q 
(supported on HP’) then it is unique in law and yields an HpP-valued process 
with continuous paths on (0, 00) for each /? > 0. This can be strengthened to 
[0, 03) if q is supported on HpD. 
This is immediate from Lemma 4.2. 
V. THE INFINITE VOLUME LIMIT AT THE PROCESS LEVEL 
Recall that ji was constructed by taking the limit of finite volume (#4)2 
measures under half-Dirichlet conditions, i.e., i= 1, j = 2. We prove here an 
analogous convergence theorem at the process level. 
Let {A,,> denote a sequence of open rectangles in R2 increasing to R2. 
Let Cl”, C,, denote the operator ( -A + 1) - ’ on A, with Dirichlet and free 
boundary conditions, respectively, C = ( -A + 1 )- ’ on R2, and : :,, , : : the 
Wick ordering with respect to C2”, C, respectively. 
LEMMA 5.1. For C(E (0, 11, nEN, and f~ C(R2) with f>O and 
suppfc Al, O<C~,ftC’f on A, as n <m --) co and C’f E L,(R2) 
Vp~[l, co) (and hence for all fcC(R2) with suppfE/i,, CafEL*(R’) 
Vp E [ 1, co) and CT,,, f -+ Crf on A,, as n < m + co pointwise and in Lp(R2) if 
we extend q,,,f to R2 by setting it equal to zero outside A,,,. 
Proof From the expression for fractional powers of operators in 
[ 16, p. 703 and the probabilistic representation of semigroups generated by 
CL’, and C’ [lS], it follows that 
c;,f(x)=‘Jm 
f(a) 0 
E(F ‘e-tf(x + B(t)) I[t, 2 t]) dt 
c”f(x)=$-J E( ta- ‘e-ff(x + B(t))) dt 
0 
f(y)exp(-“X;ty”2)dydt, (5.1) 
where B(. ) is the two-dimensional standard Brownian motion and 
r, = inf{ t > 0 I x + B(t) $ A,,}. The claim follows immediately. Q.E.D. 
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LEMMA 5.2. There exists a constant c < co such that for any g in 9(A) 
and p = 4/(4 - j), j < 4, we have 
I ew(W: (g)) dp G ev(c( II gll L, + II gll it,,)), (5.2) 
where c does not depend on A. 
ProojI The case for finite A is proved in Theorem 12.2.2 of [4]. Let g 
be compactly supported such that supp g c Ai with /iit R* as in 
Theorem 1.2.1 of [4]. By this theorem, the laws of exp(:@:(g)) under /A,,, 
converge weakly to that under p for A = R* as i -+ co. The claim now 
follows by Fatou’s lemma and Skorohod’s theorem that allows us to pass 
from convergence in law to almost sure convergence [IS, p. 91. Q.E.D. 
Remark. By a simple approximation argument, this extends to g in 
na H;(A) for finite A. Th is, in fact, is the case we use later. 
COROLLARY 5.1. For c, j, p, g as above and n = 1, 2 ,..., there exists a 
constant M depending on n such that 
5 I:~‘(s):l”d~d~(n)exp(c(IIgll,,+ llgllfp)). (5.3) 
For n3 1, let {W(t)} b e an HP ‘(A,,)-valued process with covariance 
operator Ct,” and {f(t)} the HP’(A,)-valued process satisfying 
d@(t) = -&&V’(t) + C;,‘:(#n(t))3:,) dt + d/V’(t) (5.4) 
with initial aw p, = its invariant measure. For n 3 m, @v”(t), lVm(t) will 
denote the restriction of 4”(t), Wn( t). respectively, to A,. Fix m 2 1 and 
f E na H*(A,) with suppfc A,. Let h = ( -A + 1 )J Since the restriction 
of an element of H;‘(A,) to A,n lies in H;‘(A,), d”,“(.), Wn.“‘(.) are 
H; ‘(A,)-valued processes. We can similarly define H, ‘(A,)-valued 
processes dT”(. ), i = 1,2, 3, by 
&“(t)(f) = -; j; 4”(s)(C:,Y) & fg-pwL) 
&“(t)(f) = -; j; :kWH3:, (C:,,“f) ds, fE na Ha&J 
Then 
$y(t) = Ivy t). 
@~“(t)(f) - c,h”qO)(f) = dy(t)(h) + am” + 4;Tt)(f)~ 
fe qn,). (5.5) 
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LEMMA 5.3. The laws of @‘I”‘, d:“(.)(h), d?“‘(f), #I;,“(.)(f), 
n 2 m, are tight as probability measures on (C[O, ~0))~. 
Proof: Let T> t2 2 t, 2 0. In what follows, M denotes a constant, not 
always the same. Note that 
(5.6) 
Now 
E[I&~“(Mf) - ~J~“‘Mf)141 d Wf* - t,J2 (c:,“(f, I-))’ 
=M(t,- t,)2 IIc(,;-E”*fl12 L%L) 
am,-t,)’ Ilq:-E)‘2 Iflll~2(/$), (5.7) 
where the last step follows from Lemma 5.1 and the observation that C&, 
CIE (0, l), as a map from L2(n,) to L2(/1,) preserves positivity (see (5.1)). 
By the stationarity of {c#P”(t)}, C orollary 5.1, and Lemma 5.1, we have 
~CIl~l~“~~z~~~~-~“~“~~~~~~~l141 
d M(t,- t,)* HI14’WNG,-“hH41 
dM(t2-t,)2exp(c(IIC:,“hllLl~,~~+ II~~n~EhllY+,n3)) 
<M(t,- t,)2exp(2c(IIC1-” I~lllL~~R~~+ IlC’-” Ihll14L14:,cR2J). (5.8  
A similar argument shows that 
md?“(Mf) - wvIw-)141 
~~(tz-t,)2exp(2c(IIC’-“lflII,~~.2,+ Il~‘~ElflllT.~~R~J). (5.9) 
From Theorem 11.2.1 of [4], it follows that the laws of @,“(O)(f), n>m, 
converge weakly and hence are tight. The claim follows from (5.6k(5.9) 
and the tightness criterion of [2, p. 953. Q.E.D. 
Consider the processes 4”,“( .), n > m. Fix m for the time being. By 
Theorem 3.1 of [12], the above implies that these are tight as C( [0, co); 
uol H-“(A,))-valued random variables. Let {e,} denote the normalized 
eigenvectors of ( -d + I) on /i, with Dirichlet boundary conditions. By a 
diagonal argument, we can pick a subsequence of n am, denoted (n} 
again, along which {&‘~“‘(.)(e,), #n,m(.)(e2)...} converge in law as 
(C( [0, co); R))“-valued random variables as n + co. In particular, for any 
finite subset { t, , t,, . . . . tk} of [0, a) and a collection {g,, . . . . gk} of finite 
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linear combinations of {ei}, the joint laws of {@‘S”(tl)( g,), . . . . @‘,m(tk)( g,)} 
converge. Consider fi, . . . . f,,e & H”(n,). Argue as in the proof of 
Corollary 12.2.4, pp. 222-223 of [4], to conclude that for 1 d ib k, 
ECI~“‘“(ti)(f,)-~“‘“(fi)(g;)121 d Mll.f-Sill IL~.~(,I,) (5.10) 
for a suitable constant M depending on m. It is easy to see that for given 
( fi}, the right-hand side of (5.10) can be made smaller than any prescribed 
6 > 0 for each i by a suitable choice of {g,}. 
Let {hi} denote an enumeration of finite linear combinations of {ei} 
with rational coefficients. By Skorohod’s theorem [S, pp. 93, we can 
construct on some probability space random variables Xni,, Y, such that 
{X,,i,}, {&‘x”(t,)(h,) agree in law for each n, i and X,,,+ Y, a.s. as n + GO. 
By augmenting this probability space if necessary, construct on it random 
variables Zni such that the joint law of [Z,,, Xnil, Xni2, . ..] coincides with 
that of [@‘,“(t,)(~.), @‘I”, @I”, . ..I for each n, i. Let 6 >O. 
Now 
which, in view of (5.10), can be made smaller than 6 uniformly in n by a 
suitable choice of h,, I depending on i. Thus for n’ 2 n z m, 
lim E[ IZ,‘i- Z,il’] < 26 + lim 
n’,n + c 
E[ IX,,, - XJ ‘1 = 26, 
n’,n - cc 
where the passage from a.s. convergence to zero of X,.,- Xn,, to mean 
square convergence is obtained by moment bounds derivable from (5.2). 
Thus [Zn,, . . . . Z,,] converges in mean square as n + co. Hence 
[qV3"(tl)(f,), . . . . qSn3"'(tk)(fk)] converges in law as n + co. Theorem 5.3 of 
[ 121, can now be invoked to claim that @T”‘(’ ), n > m (converge in law 
as C([O, co), Ua H-*(A,))-valued random variables. By a diagonal 
argument, we can find a further subsequence of {n}, again denoted by {n}, 
such that this is true for each m 2 1. This allows us to consistently define a 
probability measure on C( [0, a); g’( R2)), endowed with its Bore1 a-field, 
according to the following recipe: Let d(w, t), w E C( [0, co), g’( R’)), t 2 0, 
be defined by $(w, t) = w(t). Put on C( [0, 00); SS’(R2)) the probability 
measure under which the restriction of &w, .) to A, coincides in law with 
the limit of +“z”( .) above as m <n + co. We suppress the w-dependence 
and write d( .) for &w, . ). By (2.4), it follows that the law of d(t) for each t 
is ,ii. 
This procedure can be carried out for the quadruple (&‘3”(. ), &“(. ), 
I:“‘( .), &“‘(. )) instead of just &‘~“( .) in exactly the same manner. The 
analogs of (5.10) needed are: 
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EC14Y(fi)(fifi) -4;‘“‘(ti)(gi)121 e MIlC,-,“(fi-gi)l12L4~~(n,) 
6 MIl fi-Sill H$(Am)v 
where M denotes a constant depending on m and max( t, , . . . . tk) not always 
the same. The first two are proved by using stationarity and arguments 
similar to those of Corollary 12.2.4, pp. 222-223 of [4]. (Analogous 
arguments are used in the proof of Theorem 5.1 below.) The third is easy. 
Clearly, { gi} can also approximate {fi} arbitrarily closely in H;2”(n,) 
and HiPE(n,). As for the second case, letTi= Ct;“f,, gi= CtO;“gi. Then 2 
is also a finite linear combination of {e,). A suitable gi can be obtained 
simply by truncating the Fourier series for yip nZ &(,4,,) so as to 
approximate the latter arbitrarily closely in H”;(n,) for any prescribed CI. 
By Sobolev embedding, we see gi can approximate 5 arbitrarily closely in 
C(J”,) and hence in L4(d,,,). 
THEOREM 5.1. q4(. ) is a stationary solution of (3.7). 
Proof: Let f E 9(n,), h = ( - d + 1 )J As noted above, we can use 
exactly the same arguments as above to draw the following stronger con- 
clusion (by dropping to an appropriate subsequence of (n} if necessary): 
the (uz H-“(/i,))4-valued processes ($“%“(. ), &,“( .), @“(. ), &“‘(. )) 
converge in law to a limit process ($m( * ), $;I(. ), @(. ), &‘(. )) which 
agrees in law with the restriction to A,,, of a 9(R2)4-valued process 
(d(.),~,(.),~2(.),~3(.)). Let (h,}~Cgm with O~h,(~)~l, suppk,cn,, 
h, T 1. Let n > m. Argue as in the proof of Corollary 12.2.4, pp. 222-223, of 
[4], to conclude that for some constant m independent of n 
where we extend h, Ci,,-“h to R2 by setting it equal to zero outside A,,. 
Thus 
E 
K 
j-i c++“(s)(C;,“h) ds- J1: qS”(s)(h,C’ -“h) A)‘] 
I E <t3~[I(C:n-Eh-h,C - hll&/+R) z + )lC~,“h-h,C’-“hll2,~,,~,1. 
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From this, Corollary 5.1 and Lemma 5.1, 
lim lim E 
m+ccl7+m 
qP(s)(C;,“h) ds- j; qY(s)(h,C’-72) &)*I =o, 
i.e., 
lim lim E 
m’mn’m 
i.e.. 
lim E 
m-m 
i.e., 
E 
K j 
- ; ; &)(C1-72) ds- m,clrch,)2] = 0. 
Thus 
cj,(r)(h) = -1 ji d(s)(C”f) ds as. 
Similarly, we have 
leading as above to 
lim lim E 
m-cc n+cD 
:(qY(s))3:, cc:,- “f) ds - j; :(@$s))3:, (h,C’ - “f) ds)‘] = 0, 
i.e., 
lim lim lim E 
Kj 
’ :(qqs))3:n (c;, “s) ds 
m-con-m!f+‘x 0 
- ; :($dn(s));:,l (h,C’ -“f) dg2] = 0, s 
where the subscript k denotes the ultraviolet cutoff as in [4, p. 2211. By the 
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results of [4, p. 2211, we can interchange the order of the first and the 
second limit to obtain 
lim lim lim E :(Q~“(s))~:, (C;, “f) ds 
m+mk+mn+m 
i.e., 
- ; :(cj”(s)& (h,C’-“f) ds)‘] =O, 
I 
lim lim E 
m-rm k-m 
i.e., 
E :q5(s)3:(C1--Ef) ds-&(t,)‘]=O. 
Thus 
d2(t)(f)= -;j:$(s)‘:(C’-“/)du a.s. 
Finally, #J +) is a Wiener process with covariance (t A s) Ci,‘. It is not 
hard to see that d3( .) will have to be a Wiener process with covariance 
(t A s) Cl-“. From (5.5), it follows that 
4(f)(S) - 4(O)(f) = dI(tNh) + 42(lKf) + d3(t)(f) a.s. (5.11) 
for SE Cr. Thus d(. ) satisfies (3.7) as a 9’(P)-valued process. That 4( .) is 
in fact an S-valued process follows from the fact that ,L is supported on S’. 
One can then extend (5.11) to f~ S by an approximation argument. 
Q.E.D. 
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